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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper studies the impact of 14 commodities’ price and volatility over the 10 sectors and the 24 
industry groups defined by the Global Industry Classification Scheme (GICS) by using time series 
analysis tools. To find a potential relationship between a commodity price and an ETF (Exchange 
Traded Fund that replicates the performance on a Mark-to-Market basis of a sector or an industry 
group in our case), we are conducting various analyses in order to obtain right claims to perform an 
Error Correction Model (ECM) defined by Engle Granger since the OLS estimator is not a valid for 
non-stationary series. We find that commodities such as oil, gold, platinum, sugar and corn seem to 
have an effect over some ETFs in the short and long run; therefore, this article contributes to 
support that some commodities have a significant impact over different sectors or industry groups. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Since the dawn of time, commodities are the basis of the civilization’s development. They are 

consumed, used and transformed in many different industries in order to improve the quality of life. 

In the past, companies were created to trade commodities locally; in our context, companies trade 

them globally to push technical progress at higher levels. Nowadays, most of the companies are 

dependent on these commodities’ scarcity and price in their production process, which can help us 

reflect on how narrow the relationship between these commodities and the firm exploiting them is. 

Despite derivatives existing and companies covering themselves against price variations, it seems 

apparent that commodities’ prices have an impact on the companies exploiting or trading it, thus 

making the prices volatile in a global context. 

It is possible that the existing documentation concerning this topic is not fully detailed. The 

available studies are too specific and only reach the impact of a single commodity on a single 

market or company. For example, Damodaran (2009) studied how oil companies are related to oil 

price. The same goes for Deloitte in a paper written in 2014 when they tried to explain the 

relationship between the financial losses of oil companies and the drop in oil price. Regarding the 

other commodities, Seitz (2013) proved how political conflicts in Congo are inducing losses for 

most of the US companies exploiting minerals. However, when existing papers analysed the impact 

of various commodities, they only discussed their effect on the global economy. For example, Jati 

(2013) analysed the dynamic relationship among sugar price, oil price, gold price and LIBOR.  

Through this article, we aim to evaluate and quantify the impact of 14 commodities over 10 

sectors and 14 industry groups defined by the Global Industry Classification Standard. We hope to 

better understand how companies and commodities are related, and how this relationship can be 

quantified. With such, the following questions are to be considered - do some commodities have a 

greater impact over a given industry than others? Is this impact significant in the short and long 

run? Is a given industry more sensitive to a commodity price compared to the other industries? Our 

research goal is to answer the following main question: do commodities’ prices have an impact over 

the different industry groups and sectors? 

This article is organized in the following fashion: Section 2 introduces the context of our study, 

the dataset used and the sample selection process, Section 3 showcases the methodology used to 

identify and correct the bias of the sample, Section 4 presents the technique used to correct our 

estimation process and the empirical results from the two estimated models and Section 5 concludes 

this article. Every graph and table cited in the article can be found in the Appendix. 
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2.  CONTEXT AND DATA  
 
 

2.1 Context 

 
 To answer our research question, we chose to analyse data from the United States for many 

reasons. Firstly, the USA is the only country where we can find reliable information about sectors 

and industry groups. The ETFs we chose are clearly the best possible representation of a given 

sector or an industry group. This paper aim could have been answer for Switzerland as well, but we 

must classify all the companies sectors’ belongings as well as their market capitalization in order to 

compose an ETF manually; such a process would have been tedious.  

Finally, in a world context where the commodities’ price affect the emerging economies more than 

the developed ones, the USA is an obvious choice; the American economy is stable and developed, 

therefore we avoid any bias related to emerging countries where political, environmental and 

economic risks are greater.  

 

2.2 Data 

 
 The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) is a world known classification of 10 

sectors, 24 industry groups, 67 industries and 156 sub-industries. The GICS have been created by 

Standard & Poor and Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) to help the financial 

community’s need of a consistent set of global sectors and industry definitions. It is important to 

note that the classification devise a sector into industry groups, an industry group into industries and 

so on and so forth. For the US economy, the 10 sectors and only 14 industry groups’ performances 

are replicated by some ETFs (Exchange Traded Fund) issued by a single provider: SSGA. These 

ETFs are market capitalisation weighted; if a company market capitalisation is bigger than 

another’s one within the same sector for example, then its weight within the ETF will be greater. 

These ETFs issued by SSGA provide us a clearer accuracy of a sector or an industry group’s 

performance as compared to an equally weighted ETF (where companies belong the same weight 

within the ETF). Each ETF seeks to give an effective representation of a sector or an industry group 

that is part of the S&P 500 index. 

 For this paper purpose, we analysed data for 10 sector ETFs, 14 industry groups ETFs and 14 

commodities from a period starting of 1st January 2000 to 27 April 2016. The details are shown in 

table 1 in appendix A. The 10 sector ETFs represent 4259 trading days since they’ve been issued in 
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1998. However, some industry group ETFs have been issued later than the sector ETFs; thus, the 

data for our industry groups ETFs will range from 1200 to 2800 trading days. The ETFs are priced 

in US Dollar (we are considering prices as levels). Finally, we chose commodities that are tradable 

in US Dollar too in order to avoid any complication with currencies and collected their spot prices 

as variables. All our variables of interest are time series (continuous variables that change over 

time). 

 We classified the data on commodities into 4 categories: 

• Agriculture: wheat, cocoa, soya, corn and sugar. 

• Energy: oil, natural gas and electricity. 

• Precious metals: gold, palladium and platinum. 

• Basic metals: Aluminium, zinc and nickel. 

  

 We also have 4259 trading days (observations) for most of our commodities except for - gold 

(2833 observations), electricity (3127 observations) and soya (3888 observations). 

 We are assuming the markets to be completely efficient and therefore, we are building our 

models to test whether our dependent and independent variables have a relationship on the same lag 

(at time t). Thus, we are conducting hypotheses and estimations about potential relationship among 

the following variables: 

 

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒:  𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!   𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑖 = 1  𝑡𝑜  24, 𝑡 = 1  𝑡𝑜  𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ  𝑜𝑓  𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟   𝐸𝑇𝐹!  

𝑜𝑛  𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑡  𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑒:𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,!   𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑗 = 1  𝑡𝑜  14, 𝑡 = 1  𝑡𝑜  𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ  𝑜𝑓  𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟   𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!  

 

2.3 Sample selection process 

 
 The partial elasticity property that arises from using a log-log specification model is very 

convenient when working with financial series, because any estimated coefficient associated to the 

Napierian logarithm of the independent variable when the other variables are being held constant 

becomes an approximation in percentage of change of the dependant variable when the Napierian 

logarithm of the independent variable varies of 1%. Hence, we are using the Napierian logarithm of 

all our 38 variables in order to obtain their log level: 

 

log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,! = ln 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!   &    log   𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,! =   ln   𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,!  
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 Our goal is to point out that some commodities have a real impact on group industries or sectors 

using econometric calculations that process at least two time series. Firstly, to get a first insight on 

which of our commodities are related to some ETFs, we regressed the 24 ETFs daily log level on 

each one of the 14 commodities daily log level and we obtained 336 regressions: 

 

log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,! = 𝛽! + 𝛽!  log 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,! +   𝜀!,!,!   (1)   

 

 At this point, we are interested in getting the coefficient of determination (R2) of the regressions; 

it determines the theoretical goodness of fit of our model. We would like to highlight that the R2 in a 

model that contains only one dependent variable is the squared correlation of the dependant and 

independent variable included within the model. Table 2 in Appendix A is a matrix that represents 

the R2 for every couple (Independent Variable (ETF), Dependant Variable (Commodity)) being 

regressed. The different shades of the colours yellow/orange/red included in this table follow the 

ascending order of the centile distribution of the R2 s; the darkest ones are the highest. The main 

goal of this paper is to determine the relationship between some commodities and some ETFs that 

are potentially the most related; hence, we will focus on the couples that exhibit the highest R2. 

 

 Thereafter, we calculated the top ~94% of the distribution describing the 336 R2 and have 

obtained 24 regression couples (ETF, Commodity) that induced the highest R2s. Any regression 

issued from one of these couples would produce a R2 value of at least 67.14%.  These couples are 

shown in Table 3, Appendix A. Are these results relevant? According to economic theory, we can 

assume that some of the couples have a strong relationship (defined by high R2 and therefore high 

correlation): for example, a strong relationship is found between the log-level of the Oil&Gas 

Equipement&Services group industry ETF and the log-level of Oil. It is appropriate to assume this 

couple having a strong relationship: Oil is the core business of most of the companies that are listed 

within this ETF, thus oil price is definitely related to these companies’ Balance Sheet as well as 

their cash flow. Therefore oil is related to these companies’ market returns when the market 

appreciates their shares’ price. The same argument can explain the relationship between the 

Metals&Mining group industry ETF and some commodities such as platinum, nickel and 

aluminium. However, we found that some couples seem to have a strong relationship but the 

economic theory behind the relationship is missing; for example, can we assume that corn has a 

strong influence on the Transportation or Software&Services industry groups?  
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 To get a better visualisation on the distribution of the couples that have a strong relationship, we 

plotted Fig. 1 in Appendix A, which is a 3D graph that exhibits the coefficient of determination for 

the 336 couples. The red cones represent the 24 couples we will focus on along this article and the 

white ones represent the couples that exhibited a R2 lower than 67.14%. This plot is useful to get a 

better insight on our data. We observed that metals (platinum and gold) account for 45.8% of the 

interesting commodities included in some couples, oil for 12.5% and agricultural commodities 

(corn, sugar and cocoa) for 41.7%. We noticed that the energy and telecommunication sectors are 

the only sectors being included in some couples, thus all the other couples includes industry groups 

instead. The empirical reason behind this observation is perhaps due to the number of observations 

of our time series; while the sectors and commodities variables contain about 4200 trading days, the 

time series for the industry groups contain about [1200-2800] trading days. This difference in 

number of observations may impact the correlation between them significantly.  

 

3.  Methodology 
 

 In this section, we will study the spurious correlation problem and how to detect it. Afterwards, 

we will analyse the autocorrelogram of our series to get a first insight on our data. Next, we will 

perform a Dickey & Fuller test in order to reject or not the stationarity process assumption of our 

series. Finally, we will use the co-integration process defined by Engle & Granger to determine if 

we can co-integrate our couples (Independent Variable (ETF), Dependant Variable (Commodity)). 

 

2.1 The spurious correlation problem 
 

The CFA institute defined spurious correlation as a situation where the high estimated 

correlation arises due to the estimation process and not because of a fundamental underlying linear 

association. Spurious correlations have two sources in our case: 

 

• Chance relationship. 

• The correlation arises not from a direct relationship between the two variables but from their 

relationship to other variables that are not included in the model. 

 

 To test for spurious correlation, we are conducting the Durbin-Watson test: the null hypothesis of 

this test is that there is first-order autocorrelation of the residual. Autocorrelation is the correlation 

between a variable lagged one (or more) and itself. In our case, our residuals are first-order 
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autocorrelated if the residual issued from a couple at time t is highly correlated with itself lagged 1 

(at time t-1). Financial time series usually follow a trend (nonstationary series) and hence, the 

autocorrelation of the residual with itself lagged one is substantial. The DW test statistics is the 

following: 

 

𝐷𝑊 =   
(𝑒!!

!!! − 𝑒!!!)!

𝑒!!
!!!

!  

 

 If the computed DW statistic is lower than the critical value given by the 5% lower bound critical 

value (DL) found in the table of Durbin and Watson for our number observations and for our 

significance level, then we cannot reject the null hypothesis of first-order autocorrelation. All the 24 

DW statistics are lower than 0.078. The critical values for our time series are equal to DL = 1.925 

with n = 2000 observations, and DL = 1.902 with n = 1200 observations. There is statistical 

evidence that our residuals are serially autocorrelated. Testing the same hypothesis with the Breusch 

& Godfrey tests that doesn’t require all the regressors to be strictly exogenous leads to the same 

result.  

 Granger and Newbold (1974) proposed a “rule of thumb” for detecting spurious regression: if the 

R2 statistic is strictly greater and far away from the DW statistic induced by the same model, then 

estimated results ‘must’ be spurious. Thus, we will consider the regressions issued from all our 24 

couples to contain spurious correlation, requiring us to adjust model (1). 

 

3.2 Stationarity 
 

 An autocorrelogram is a graph of the autocorrelations for various lags of a time series. These 

graphs are useful to get an insight on our data; for example, it allows us to know if the data follows 

a stationary process (if any), a trend (if any) and if the data contains seasonality (if any).  

 

 We plotted the autocorrelogram for the sugar log level and for the Aerospace&Defense industry 

group ETF log level in Figure 2 and 3 within Annexe A. These autocorrelograms show both a 

digressive autocorrelation trend as the lags increase and they match perfectly a definition given by 

Hanke (2005): “If a series has a (stochastic) trend, successive observations are highly correlated, 

and the autocorrelation coefficients are typically significantly different from zero for the first 

several time lags and then gradually drop toward zero as the number of lags increases. The 
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autocorrelation coefficient for time lag 1 is often very large (close to 1). The autocorrelation 

coefficient for time lag 2 will also be large. However, it will not be as large as for time lag 1.” 

 

 Due to the high number of observations we have, we must non-reject the hypothesis that the data 

has a trend and are therefore nonstationary. The weak stationarity is achieved only under 2 strong 

hypotheses: 

- The expected value and the variance of a serie must be finite and constant over time. 

- The covariance or correlation of a serie with itself must be finite and constant over time for any 

lag. 

 We believe that our series are nonstationary but we conducted an augmented Dickey-Fuller test 

for any commodity and any ETF that is included in one of the 24 relevant couples for further 

confirmation. The augmented Dickey-Fuller test null hypothesis is the variable that follows a unit-

root process (i.e. is nonstationary) and the alternative hypothesis is the variable generated by a 

stationary process.  

 For example, we perform the DF statistic on the commodity corn: 

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛! = 𝛼 +   𝛿 ∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛!!! +   𝑢!    (2) 

 According to Hamilton (1994), testing the null hypothesis H0: 𝛿 = 1 requires us to use Dickey-

Fuller critical values in order to decide whether to reject stationarity or not since the distribution of 

the coefficient 𝛿 is not normally distributed. The test statistic does not change; it is computed as a 

usual t-statistic. 

 

 We obtain the following test statistic and critical values for the commodity corn: 
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 For the 38 series, the computed t-stats are higher than the 5% critical value given by the 

interpolated Dickey-Fuller calculation. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that all our series 

exhibit a unit root and hence, there is statistical evidence to reject the stationarity of our series. 

 

3.3 Cointegration process: 
 

 Two time series are said co-integrated when they have financial or economic relationship that 

prevents them from diverging without bound in the long term. Since our series are nonstationary, 

we cannot use the first order regression defined in (1) because OLS is not a valid estimator for 

nonstationary series. We want to investigate if our series are co-integrated and have a relationship in 

the long run. For example, does sugar have an existing long-term impact on the Health-care 

Equipment ETF?  

 

 In order to decide if two series are eligible to be co-integrated, we need to study equation (1).  

We are focusing on the residuals of this model given by the following equation (3). 

 

𝑒!,!,! = log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,! − 𝑏! log 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,! −   𝑏!       (3) 

 

 If a residual is stationary, Engle & Granger proved that the couple that induced this residual must 

be co-integrated. The residuals 𝑒!,! are called the stochastic trends and these trends would allow us 

to create a model achieving stationary. Performing OLS on a stationary model is valid; the OLS 

estimator would be consistent. Since all our series are nonstationary, the co-integration of our 

couples is a necessity. Again, we consider the market to be efficient; we are looking at co-

integrating our series on the same lag.  

 

 We carried out a Dickey-Fuller test on the residuals 𝑒!,!,! in (3) to test for stationarity (concept 

and test are introduced in the precedent section). We carried out this test on the 24 couples’ residual 

and we obtain the following results: 

 

Ø For 13 couples, we can reject the null hypothesis that the residuals exhibit a unit root for a 

significance level of 1% 

Ø For 22 couples, we can reject the null hypothesis that the residuals exhibit a unit root for a 

significance level of 5% 
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Ø For 2 couples, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the residuals exhibit a unit root for a 

significance level of 10%. Those couples are (XAR, sugar) and (XHE, platinum). It is 

acceptable to reject the co-integration process for the Aerospace&Defense ETF with sugar 

as well for the Health Care Equipment ETF with platinum since no economic theory seems 

to link these industry groups with these commodities in the long run. 

 

 Those results show that 22 couples over 24 have to be co-integrated together for a 5% 

significance level; it enables us to build a model that respects OLS fundamental hypotheses. This 

model is called an Error Correction Model (ECM) and is defined in the following chapter. 

 

4.  RESULTS 
 

 In this section, we will discuss first the results issued from the first order regressions (1). 

Secondly, we will examine the Error Correction Model and finally, we will review its results. 

 

 The original results issued by equation (1) are showed in table 4 to 9 in appendix B. The 

coefficient associated to the  log 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,!  variable, as well as the constant, are significant (for a 

5% level) for all the couples being regressed. The interpretation of these results is nonsense: for 

example, can we assume that a variation of 1% of the log-level of sugar leads to a variation of 

1.153% of the log-level of the ETF representative of the Software&Services industry group? Can 

we also accept the proportion of the variance of the log level of this ETF that is predictable from the 

variance of the log level of the sugar is 74%? The answer is no. We have proved in the previous 

segment that all these regressions must contain spurious correlation. Therefore, it is fundamental to 

apply a correction model based on the cointegration process defined hereinafter because the OLS 

estimator is not valid with nonstationary series. 

 

 The ECM is a model created by Engle-Granger that incorporates a short-run effect as well as a 

long-run effect. The construction of a model for two nonstationary variables that have a unit root is 

possible; firstly, the dependant and the independent variables have to be co-integrated. Then, we 

transform the two nonstationary variables in first difference, defined by the difference between the 

value of the variable at t=t and the value of this variable at t=t-1 (the value of this variable lagged 

one). Finally, we add the stochastic trend lagged one within the model as an independent variable. 
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 As shown previously, 22 couples over 24 are co-integrated. Hence our ECM model is the 

following: 

 

∆ log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,! =   𝜙! + 𝜙!Δ log 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,! + 𝜋𝑒!,!,!!! +   𝜓!,!,!    (4) 

 

 Economically speaking, we regress the log return of an 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,! on the log return of a 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,! as 

well on 𝑒!,!,!!! known as the stochastic trend. In this model, log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!  and log 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,!  are 

assumed to be in long term equilibrium, i.e. changes in log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!  relate to changes in 

log 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜!,!  according to coefficient 𝜙!. If  log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!!!  deviates from its optimal value (i.e. 

the 𝑒!,!,!!! is not in its equilibrium), or in other words 𝑒!,!,!!! is not equal to 0, the stochastic trend 

measures the distance the system is away from equilibrium. Adding 𝑒!,!,!!!  within the model 

cancels out the stochastic trends contained in the dependant and independent variable making this 

model (4) non-spurious. 

 

 According to Engle-Granger, if coefficient 𝜋 associated to the stochastic trend is significant and 

its value is negative, the two series are said to have a long-run relationship. The coefficient 𝜋 is 

called the Error-Correction Term (ECT) and gives us information about the speed of adjustment 

when a disequilibrium happens, or in other words, how much of the disequilibrium error is 

corrected each period. Besides, if the system is not in equilibrium, then the overall long-term effect 

is to boost log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!  towards its equilibrium value; therefore it prevents log 𝐸𝑇𝐹!,!  to diverge 

without bound in the long run. 

 

 What about our 22 couples? Do our commodities have a meaningful long-run effect on the 

sectors and industry groups that prevent them to diverge without bound in the long run? The results 

are given in table 10 to 15 in appendix B. We can draw the following observations and conclusions:  

 Oil has a significant short run effect on Energy sector (XLE), Oil&Gas Explore&Production 

industry group (XOP), and on the Oil&Gas Equipment&Services industry group (XES) for a 5% 

significance level. For example, a variation of 1% of the log return of the Oil commodity leads to a 

variation of 0.487% of the log return of the Oil&Gas Explore&Production ETF. This coefficient is a 

short-term effect. The Error Correction Term (ECT) for this couple is equal to -0.0128 and is also 

significant for a 5% level. The interpretation is quite tricky; it means that each period (every day in 

our case), if disequilibrium happens, i.e. log 𝑋𝑂𝑃!!!  diverge from its optimal value given by 

𝜙! + 𝜙! log 𝑂𝑖𝑙!!! , then 1.28% of this disequilibrium is adjusted in t=t. The value of the ECT is 
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quite small resulting in a slight speed of adjustment. However, this economic implication is very 

strong and it allows us to conclude that Oil has a meaningful impact on the sector and group 

industries named hereinbefore (in the short and long run since both coefficient are significant for a 

5% level). Nevertheless, the model cannot provide us an accurate magnitude of the impact.  

 

 The economic theory seems to support our results; for example, oil has a substantial relationship 

with the sector and industry groups that are actually using it in their daily activities. The R2 of the 

regression’s couple (XES, oil) dropped about 62.5% and is now equal to 17.5%, deeming this result 

as not spurious anymore. We also found that gold has a meaningful long run effect on the 

Aerospace&Defense, Health Care Equipment, Software&Services industry groups as well on the 

Telecommunication sectors for a 1% significance level. However, no short run effect has been 

found for a 5% significance level. It appears that gold and these ETFs follow the same time trend 

but gold has no direct effect short run impact on these industry groups and sectors. Oppositely, we 

discover a significant (for a 1% level) short run effect of the commodities sugar and corn on the 

Transportation industry group but no significant long run effect is found. 

 

 Can economic theory give credits to the results exposed previously? For example, can we 

assume that the commodity gold has a long run relationship with the Health Care Equipment? Gold 

has been used in medicine more particularly in dentistry for centuries, even in curing some of 

diseases nowadays. Hence, a relationship between the Health Care Equipment group industry and 

gold may be acceptable. However, some of the relationships we found cannot be explained with 

economic theory; for example, we are unable to explain the relevant short and long run relationship 

(for a 1% significance level) between the commodity cocoa and the Software&Services industry 

group, apart from the fact that programmers may be heavy cocoa consumers. 

 It is interesting to note that the high R2s issued from equation (1) for the 22 couples being 

analysed dropped significantly when transforming the model into an Error Correction Model (4); 

while the first order regressions (1) showed R2 values of at least 67.14%, the R2 values are now less 

than 2% for any model that doesn’t include oil as a dependant variable. It is also impressive that the 

ECM can change the sign of the short term impact of some commodities over some ETFs: for 

example, when the first order regression (1) of the transportation ETF on corn indicates a significant 

positive relationship of corn over this ETF, the Error Correction Model (4) indicates a negative 

short term relationship between them. 
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5.  CONCLUSION 
 

 For all the commodities being included in at least one of the 22 interesting couples, we found a 

long run effect or a short run effect with at least one ETF. However, we found that only 8 couples 

over the 22 being analysed have both a significant short and long run relationship between their 

commodity and their ETF. Those couples are represented in table 16 in appendix C. We are now 

able to answer this paper’s main question by proving that commodities price have a meaningful 

impact either in the short or/and long run over some sectors or industry groups. The more the 

economic theory allows us to draw a relationship between a commodity and an industry, the greater 

the magnitude and the significance level of the long and short run effect is.  

 However, our paper shows some limitations when looking at its intern validity: firstly, we can 

see in figure 4 in appendix C that the residuals of all the 22 regressions reject the null hypothesis of 

normality for a 5% significance level (using the Jarque-Bera test for normality). Due to the huge 

number of observations, this doesn’t necessarily influence the robustness of our results. In addition, 

all the regressions containing the oil commodity as a dependant variable reject the null hypothesis 

of non-autocorrelation of the residual for a 5% significance level. This observation may explain the 

divergence of the R2 (the R2 values associated to the regressions containing oil as a dependant 

variable are about 10 times greater than the other R2 values issued from regressions without oil as a 

dependant variable). Finally, the main limitation of this paper is that the Error Correction Model 

defined by Engle-Granger only allows us to co-integrate two time-series together. It is a problem in 

our case since some of our ETFs showed a major relationship with more than one commodity 

(example: the Energy Sector with the commodities oil, platinum and zinc). A model that co-

integrates more than two series is possible and is called a VECM (for Vector Error Correction 

Model). In this paper context, such a model would have allowed us to draw stronger conclusions 

about the directions and magnitudes of the different commodities’ impact over some sectors or 

industry groups. 

What about its extern validity? Our results are representative of the American economy; 

therefore we believe our results hold for all the economies similar to the American one, for 

example, the Euro zone. However, our results are not representative of developing or frontier 

markets defined by MSCI. These economies are more commodities’ sensitive than the developed 

ones; for example, the IMF (International Monetary Fund) stated that the world GDP growth 

would slow down this year because low commodities prices are heavily affecting the GDP growth 

of the emerging markets. Therefore, we think we cannot generalize our results to any economy.  
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 In conclusion, we understand that commodities have an impact in the long and the short run 

over the various industry groups and sectors. Some commodities such as gold or oil seem to have 

a greater impact on the global economy than other commodities, since we can notice a meaningful 

long run relationship with more than three ETFs. Moreover, we observe that some ETFs seem to 

be more dependent on commodities than others; interestingly, the Transportation and the 

Aerospace&Defense are the industry groups that seem to be the most related to commodities in 

the long run. A Vector Error Correction Model would have been more accurate to quantify the 

impact of many commodities on a given sector or industry group, which can be done in future 

research.  
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 APPENDIX A 
 

Table 1: Our commodities & ETFs with their name & ticker correspondence: 

 

Sector ETF name Industry group ETF name Commodities Ticker name 

MATERIAL XLB Metals & 
Mining XME Wheat WHEATSF 

ENERGY XLE 

Oil&Gas 
Explo & Prod XOP Cocoa COCINUS 

Oil&Gas equip 
& services XES Corn COTSCIL 

INDUSTRY XLI 

Aerospace & 
Defense XAR Soya SOYMUSA 

Transportation XTN Sugar WSUGDLY 

CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARY XLY 

Hombuilder XHB Natural gas NATGHEN 

Retail  XRT Oil OILBNRP 

CONSUMER STAPLES XLP   Electricity ELEPJMB 

HEALTHCARE XLV 

Biotechnology XBI Gold GDKRUG 

Pharmaceutical XPH Palladum PALLADM 

Health care 
services XHS Platinum PLATFRE 

Health care 
equipment XHE Aluminium LAHCASH 

FINANCIAL XLF 
Insurance  KIE Nickel LNICASH 

Banking KBE Zinc LZZCASH 

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY XLK 

Software & 
Service XSW 	  	   	  	  

Semiconductor XSD 	  	   	  	  

TELECOMMUNICATION 
SERVICES XTL   	  	   	  	  

UTILIIES XLU   	  	   	  	  
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Table 2: The R2 matrix of the first order regressions: 

 
	  	   gold	   plati.	   palla.	   zinc	   nickel	   alumi.	   oil	   gaz	   elect.	   cocoa	   sugar	   ble	   mais	   soya	  

XLE	   0,319	   0,762	   0,277	   0,698	   0,455	   0,432	   0,809	   0,000	   0,002	   0,482	   0,610	   0,586	   0,556	   0,533	  
XOP	   0,193	   0,451	   0,499	   0,040	   0,058	   0,083	   0,717	   0,016	   0,020	   0,025	   0,100	   0,361	   0,272	   0,346	  
XES	   0,039	   0,595	   0,233	   0,165	   0,275	   0,310	   0,801	   0,143	   0,090	   0,003	   0,056	   0,341	   0,218	   0,133	  
XLB	   0,164	   0,609	   0,236	   0,611	   0,405	   0,353	   0,597	   0,006	   0,016	   0,491	   0,376	   0,535	   0,433	   0,442	  
XME	   0,014	   0,658	   0,000	   0,263	   0,676	   0,714	   0,483	   0,403	   0,206	   0,034	   0,039	   0,151	   0,105	   0,008	  
XLI	   0,111	   0,254	   0,439	   0,376	   0,127	   0,130	   0,288	   0,039	   0,036	   0,197	   0,200	   0,266	   0,201	   0,312	  
XAR	   0,883	   0,468	   0,089	   0,016	   0,306	   0,432	   0,379	   0,001	   0,000	   0,698	   0,743	   0,456	   0,778	   0,010	  
XTN	   0,835	   0,503	   0,049	   0,001	   0,341	   0,427	   0,386	   0,007	   0,006	   0,286	   0,734	   0,465	   0,781	   0,002	  
XLY	   0,185	   0,194	   0,336	   0,238	   0,060	   0,032	   0,212	   0,126	   0,110	   0,269	   0,172	   0,255	   0,207	   0,305	  
XHB	   0,033	   0,081	   0,134	   0,215	   0,000	   0,003	   0,017	   0,004	   0,006	   0,086	   0,125	   0,005	   0,068	   0,014	  
XRT	   0,284	   0,005	   0,707	   0,002	   0,111	   0,108	   0,007	   0,343	   0,132	   0,086	   0,020	   0,045	   0,026	   0,203	  
XLP	   0,372	   0,214	   0,518	   0,211	   0,025	   0,017	   0,239	   0,207	   0,142	   0,327	   0,282	   0,291	   0,309	   0,469	  
XLV	   0,144	   0,128	   0,322	   0,174	   0,019	   0,006	   0,140	   0,128	   0,104	   0,263	   0,123	   0,183	   0,149	   0,312	  
XPH	   0,291	   0,033	   0,614	   0,018	   0,242	   0,225	   0,000	   0,367	   0,137	   0,182	   0,014	   0,015	   0,007	   0,254	  
XHE	   0,786	   0,651	   0,002	   0,030	   0,498	   0,548	   0,515	   0,051	   0,017	   0,289	   0,824	   0,503	   0,768	   0,001	  
XBI	   0,234	   0,060	   0,461	   0,073	   0,330	   0,303	   0,010	   0,345	   0,124	   0,217	   0,000	   0,020	   0,011	   0,271	  
XHS	   0,408	   0,149	   0,041	   0,000	   0,000	   0,007	   0,135	   0,161	   0,067	   0,295	   0,355	   0,148	   0,338	   0,291	  
KBE	   0,492	   0,051	   0,023	   0,510	   0,200	   0,270	   0,029	   0,261	   0,086	   0,336	   0,390	   0,043	   0,272	   0,314	  
KIE	   0,004	   0,020	   0,253	   0,195	   0,003	   0,006	   0,003	   0,006	   0,004	   0,002	   0,101	   0,004	   0,032	   0,000	  
XLK	   0,253	   0,006	   0,589	   0,071	   0,000	   0,000	   0,021	   0,153	   0,110	   0,000	   0,038	   0,011	   0,027	   0,352	  
XSW	   0,855	   0,531	   0,046	   0,002	   0,399	   0,499	   0,425	   0,002	   0,001	   0,683	   0,776	   0,470	   0,752	   0,018	  
XSD	   0,054	   0,015	   0,479	   0,061	   0,022	   0,015	   0,008	   0,164	   0,067	   0,082	   0,000	   0,002	   0,008	   0,020	  
XTL	   0,729	   0,266	   0,129	   0,031	   0,127	   0,152	   0,237	   0,002	   0,000	   0,501	   0,419	   0,305	   0,589	   0,001	  
XLU	   0,048	   0,320	   0,366	   0,501	   0,196	   0,233	   0,352	   0,011	   0,010	   0,171	   0,272	   0,268	   0,242	   0,292	  

 

Table 3: The 24 couples that show the highest correlation (top 6,4%): 

 

Couple	   ETF	   Commo	   Couple	   ETF	   Commo	  
1	   XLE	   plati	   13	   XHE	   sugar	  
2	   XLE	   oil	   14	   XSW	   sugar	  
3	   XOP	   oil	   15	   XAR	   corn	  
4	   XES	   oil	   16	   XTN	   corn	  
5	   XME	   plat	   17	   XHE	   corn	  
6	   XAR	   gold	   18	   XSW	   corn	  
7	   XTN	   gold	   19	   XAR	   cocoa	  
8	   XHE	   gold	   20	   XSW	   cocoa	  
9	   XSW	   gold	   21	   XHE	   plati	  
10	   XTL	   gold	   22	   XME	   nickel	  
11	   XAR	   sugar	   23	   XME	   alu	  
12	   XTN	   sugar	   24	   XLE	   zinc	  
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Figure 1: 3D graph that exhibits the coefficient of determination for the 336 regressions: 
 

 
 

Figure 2 & 3: Autocorrelograms of the sugar and the ETF of the Aerospace&Defense industry group: 
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APPENDIX B 
• For	  the	  regressions	  table,	  the	  t-‐statistics	  are	  shown	  in	  parenthesis. 

• *	  p<0.10,	  **	  p<0.05,	  ***	  p<0.01 

• ECT	  means	  Error	  Correction	  Term,	  _cons	  is	  the	  constant	  term 

	  

  

Table	  4:	  first	  order	  regressions	  for	  oil	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable:	  

	   	   	   	  
	  

1	   2	   3	  

	  
(XLE)	   (XES)	   (XOP)	  

	   	   	   	  oil	   0.711***	   0.749***	   0.653***	  

	  
(134.49)	   (101.81)	   (80.74)	  

	  
	   	   	  

_cons	   1.041***	   0.163***	   0.996***	  

	  
(48.31)	   (5.05)	   (27.95)	  

	   	   	   	  
R2	   0.809	   0.801	   0.717	  

Observations	   4259	   2570	   2570	  

	  
	   	   	   

 
 
	  

Table	  5:	  first	  order	  regressions	  for	  corn	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	  
	  	   (XAR)	   (XTN)	   (XHE)	   (XSW)	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
corn	   -‐0.743***	   -‐0.849***	   -‐0.622***	   -‐0.558***	  

	   (-‐64.75)	   (-‐69.76)	   (-‐67.31)	   (-‐60.17)	  

	   	   	   	   	  
_cons	   4.904***	   4.915***	   4.533***	   4.553***	  

	   (267.39)	   (245.34)	   (297.86)	   (307.40)	  

	   	   	   	   	  
R2	   0.778	   0.781	   0.768	   0.752	  

Observations	   1195	   1370	   1370	   1195	  
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Table	  6:	  first	  order	  regressions	  for	  cocoa	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   1	   2	  
	  	   (XAR)	   (XSW)	  
	  	   	   	  cocoa	   1.573***	   1.189***	  

	  
(52.45)	   (50.73)	  

	   	   	  _cons	   -‐8.710***	   -‐5.728***	  

	  
(-‐36.69)	   (-‐30.89)	  

	   	   	  R2	   0.697	   0.683	  
Observations	   1195	   1195	  

	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  
	  	  

	  
Table	  7:	  first	  order	  regressions	  for	  platinum	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 

 
	  	   1	   2	   3	  
	  	   (XLE)	   (XME)	   (XHE)	  
	  	   	   	   	  platinum	   0.923***	   1.511***	   0.882***	  
	  	   (116.69)	   (70.28)	   (-‐50.52)	  
	  	   	   	   	  _cons	   2.501***	   -‐7.153***	   -‐9.900***	  
	  	   (-‐45.43)	   (-‐46.04)	   (78.45)	  
	  	   	   	   	  
R2	  	   0.762	   0.658	   0.651	  
Observations	   4259	   2570	   1370	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   	  	  
	  	  
	  

 
Table	  8:	  first	  order	  regressions	  for	  gold	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 

 
	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	  
	  	   (XAR)	   (XTN)	   (XHE)	   (XSW)	   (XTL)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

gold	   -‐1.778***	   -‐2.003***	   -‐1.436***	   -‐1.336***	   -‐0.757***	  
	  	   (-‐94.86)	   (-‐83.07)	   (-‐70.80)	   (-‐83.94)	   (-‐60.64)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

_cons	   16.64***	   18.11***	   13.97***	   13.37***	   9.425***	  
	  	   (122.33)	   (103.26)	   (94.70)	   (115.77)	   (103.87)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
R2	   0.883	   0.834	   0.785	   0.855	   0.729	  

Observations	   1195	   1370	   1370	   1195	   1370	  
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Table	  9:	  first	  order	  regressions	  for	  sugar	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	  
	  	   (XSW)	   (XTN)	   (XHE)	   (XAR)	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
sugar	   -‐1.153***	   -‐1.120***	   -‐0.877***	   -‐0.899***	  

	   (-‐58.72)	   (-‐61.38)	   (-‐80.16)	   (-‐64.25)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
_cons	   7.023***	   6.793***	   6.073***	   6.240***	  

	   (125.29)	   (127.89)	   (190.63)	   (156.14)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
R2	   0.743	   0.733	   0.824	   0.776	  

Observations	   1195	   1370	   1370	   1195	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   	  	  

	  
	  	  
	  
	  
	  

Table	  10:	  Error	  Correction	  Model	  for	  oil	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	  
	  	   (ΔXLE)	   (ΔXES)	   (ΔXOP)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

Δoil	   0.270***	   0.487***	   0.484***	  

	  
(23.59)	   (23.25)	   (22.74)	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   -‐0.00317**	   	  	   	  	  

	   (-‐2.39)	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   -‐0.0128***	   	  	  

	   	  	   (-‐3.76)	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.0124***	  

	   	  	   	  	   (-‐3.94)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
_cons	   0.000183	  	  	   -‐0.0000622	   0.000113	  

	  
(0.72)	   (-‐0.14)	   (0.25)	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

R2	  Adjusted	   0.116	   0.175	   0.170	  
Observations	   4258	   2569	   2569	  
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Table	  11:	  Error	  Correction	  Model	  for	  cocoa	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table	  12:	  Error	  Correction	  Model	  for	  corn	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	  
	  	   (ΔXAR)	   (ΔXTN)	   (ΔXHE)	   (ΔXSW)	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Δcorn	   0.0239*	   0.0435***	   0.0248*	   0.0242	  

	   (1.74)	   (2.65)	   (1.83)	   (1.61)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   -‐0.00348	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	   (-‐1.42)	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   -‐0.00328	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   (-‐1.28)	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.00621**	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   (-‐2.22)	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.00832**	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   (-‐2.50)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
_cons	   0.000667**	   0.000455	   0.000437	   0.000582*	  

	   (2.21)	   (1.25)	   (1.45)	   (1.76)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
R2	  Adjusted	   0.00461	   0.00674	   0.00646	   0.00802	  
Observations	   1194	   1369	   1369	   1194	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   1	   2	  
	  	   (ΔXAR)	   (ΔXSW)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

Δcocoa	   0.102***	   0.105***	  

	  
(4.52)	   (4.22)	  

	  
	  	   	  	  

ECT	   -‐0.00251	   	  	  

	  
(-‐1.20)	   	  	  

	  
	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   -‐0.00733**	  

	  
	  	   (-‐2.50)	  

	  
	  	   	  	  

_cons	   	  0.000643**	   0.000557*	  

	  
(2.14)	   (1.70)	  

	  
	  	   	  	  

R2	  Adjusted	   0.0156	   0.0165	  
Observations	   1194	   1194	  
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Table	  13:	  Error	  Correction	  Model	  for	  sugar	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	  
	  	   (ΔXSW)	   (ΔXTN)	   (ΔXHE)	   (ΔXAR)	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Δsugar	   0.0714***	   0.0733***	   0.0581***	   0.0548***	  

	   (3.22)	   (3.35)	   (3.21)	   (2.69)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   -‐0.00736**	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	   (-‐2.11)	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   -‐0.00367	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   (-‐1.58)	   	  	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.00733**	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   (-‐2.29)	   	  	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
ECT	   	  	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.00189	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   (-‐0.83)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
_cons	   0.000600*	   0.000472	   0.000454	   0.000679**	  

	   (1.82)	   (1.30)	   (1.51)	   (2.25)	  

	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
R2	  Adjusted	   0.0115	   0.00908	   0.0107	   0.00526	  
Observations	   1194	   1369	   1369	   1194	  
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Table	  14:	  Error	  Correction	  Model	  for	  platinum	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable: 
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	  
	  	   (ΔXLE)	   ΔXME	   (ΔXHE)*	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Δplatinum	   0.164***	   0.406***	   0.103***	  

	  
(9.03)	   (12.23)	   (4.07)	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   -‐0.00390***	   	  	   	  	  

	  
(-‐3.13)	   	  	   	  	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   0.00490**	   	  	  

	  
	  	   (-‐2.21)	   	  	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.00280	  

	  
	  	   	  	   (-‐1.24)	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

_cons	   0.000186	   -‐0.000224	   0.000470	  

	  
(0.70)	   (-‐0.44)	   (1.56)	  

	  
	  	   	  	   	  	  

R2	  Adjusted	   0.0204	   0.0551	   0.0121	  
Observations	   4258	   2569	   1369	  

	  	  
	  	   	  	  

	  *	  This	  couple	  
doesn’t	  co-‐
integrate	  
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Table	  15:	  Error	  Correction	  Model	  for	  gold	  as	  a	  dependant	  variable:	  
 

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	  
	  	   (ΔXAR)	   (ΔXTN)	   (ΔXHE)	   (ΔXSW)	   (ΔXTL)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

Δgold	   0.0470*	   0.0157	   0.00217	   0.0295	   0.00495	  
	  	   (1.92)	   (0.57)	   (0.10)	   (1.10)	   (0.19)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   -‐0.0089***	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   (-‐2.64)	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   -‐0.00480	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   (-‐1.61)	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.0077***	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   (-‐2.66)	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.0152***	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   (-‐3.50)	   	  	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

ECT	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   -‐0.0229***	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   (-‐4.24)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

_cons	   0.000667**	   0.000439	   0.000427	   0.000578*	   0.0000848	  
	  	   (2.21)	   (1.20)	   (1.41)	   (1.75)	   (0.25)	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

R2	  Adjusted	   0.00849	   0.000896	   0.00379	   0.0104	   0.0117	  
Observations	   1194	   1369	   1369	   1194	   1369	  
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APPENDIX C 
 

Table 16: The 8 couples that show a long and a short run relationship for a 5% significance level: 

 

Couple	   Sector/Industry	  group	   Commodity	  
1	   Energy	   oil	  
2	   Oil&gas	  Exploration/Production	   oil	  
3	   Oil&gas	  Equipement/Services	   oil	  
4	   Transportation	   cocoa	  
5	   Transportation	   sugar	  
6	   Health	  Care	  Equipement	   sugar	  
7	   Energy	   platinum	  
8	   Health	  Care	  Equipement	   platinum	  

 
 
 

Figure 4: residuals’ distributions with the Gauss distribution plotted for 4 couples: 
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